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Survey No.: l\*

Boatdni Sblkn: ( 1 /1116

_ / / /5-10

( ) /17-23

Transit Users Survey

1 . What is the primary purpose of your trip?

Dl Worl<

D 2 School

D 3 Shopping

D 4 SociaU'recreational

D 5 Medical^denta! appointment

D 6 Business related to wori<

D 7 Personal business

D 8 Other (specify)

PC NOT WRITE

IN THIS

COLUMN

2. How did you get to this station/bus stop?

Auto (GO TO QUESTION 3) • • • D 01

CTA train (GO TO QUESTION 5) D 02

CTA bus (GO TO QUESTION 5) D 03

PACE bus (GO TO QUESTION 5) n 04

iKletra rail (GO TO QUESTION 5) n 05

Taxi (GO TO QUESTION 7) D 06

H/lotorcycle (GO TO QUESTION 7) Q 07

Bicycle (GO TO QUESTION 7) D 08

Walked (GO TO QUESTION 7) a 09

Other (specify) (GO TO QUESTION 7) D 10

3. (IF AUTO ACCESS) Did you:

Drive car alone? n 1

Drive car with passenger? n 2

Ride car as passenger? o 3

Get dropped off? (GO TO QUESTION 7) O 4

4. (IF AUTO ACCESS AND WERE NOT DROPPED OFF) How much did you personally pay to park car near

statioiVbus stop?

$ per D 1 Day D 2 Week D 3 Month

(GO TO QUESTION 7)

5. (IF TRANSIT ACCESS) At which station (rail) or comer/bus stop did you start your trip?

m

/28-30

/31

6. (IF TRANSIT ACCESS) How did you get to the statioiVbus stop you listed in question 5?

Dl Auto

D 2 Bicycle

3 Motorcycle

D 4 Taxi

D 5 Walked

D 6 Other (specify).

7. Where did your trip begin?

Home
Wori(

Other (specify)

.

Dl
d2
n3

8. At which address OR major intersection did you begin this trip?

Number and street OR Intersection:

AND
Zip code:

/64-93

/94-98

9. How far is it from your start point to your first transit statioiVbus stop (this station or Question 5)?

. miles and/or blocks

10. How long did it take you (from your start point to your first transit station/bus stop)?

minutes
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SitveyNo.:

Bov<i«SMan:

/14

(

_ /5-10

.) /1 7-23

DONOTWRITC
IN THIS

COLUMN

20. For what purpose do you ride?

D 1 Recreational mostly a 2 Errands or work mostly D 3 Both

21. Including yourself, how many people five in your household? . Persons)

22. How many people in your household are employed? PersonCs)

23. How many automobiles, pick-up trucks, or vans are available in your household? Vehicle(s)

24. CouM you have used one of them for this entire trip? Dl Yes D2 No

25. If yes, (if you had driven your car) how much would it have cost you personally to park vehicle at destina-

tion?

$ per D 1 Day

D2 Week
D 3 Month OR D 4 No parking available

/1 80-182

/183

26. Your sex: o 1 Male D 2 Female

27. In what year were you bom?

(Or what age group?)

Dl Less than 18
D2 18 to 24
D 3 25 to 34

4 35 to 44

D 5 45 to 54
D 6 55 to 64
D 7 65 or older

28. What was your annual household income before taxes last year?

Ql $10,000 or less

D2 $10,001 to $20,000
D 3 $20,001 to $30,000
D 4 $30,001 to $40,000

5 $40,001 to $50,000

D 6 $50,001 to $60,000
D 7 $60,001 to $75,000
D 8 $75,001 to $100,000
D 9 Greater than $100,000
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RTA IVIS SURVEY SCRIPT AND RESULTS

NON-MOTORIZED ACCESS TO TRANSIT

IVIS SURVEY SCRIPT AND RESULTS: OCTOBER 1995

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY ACCESS TO TRANSIT STUDY
The purpose of this survey is to find out how travelers like you might benefit from future

transportation improvements.

For the following questions, please keep in mind the most recent trip you made that:

1

)

began at your home, AND
2 ) was over five miles in length

1. What was the pnmary purpose of the trip you made-'

Auto and Taxi

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

2. At what time did you leave your home to make this trip? {continued)

Transit. Bike, and Walk

COUNT PCI

573 70% 6AM to 9AM

189 23% 9AM to 3PM

34 4% 3PM to 6PM

21 3% 6PM to 6AM

817 100%

All Respondents



IVIS Survey Script and Results

CONTEXT QUESTIONS TRANSIT USERS

id you have a car available



IVIS Survey Script and Results

Think of your trip in parts, where each part can be shown with a picture below (see

chart below). Touch the picture that represents how you got to the first transit vehicle

(ACCESS). Now touch the picture that represents your first transit vehicle. Now touch

the picture that represents your second transit vehicle if you transferred (SECO.XD

TRANSIT), or the way in which you got to your destination if you didn't transfer

(EGRESS - A). Now touch the picture that represents your third transit vehicle if you

transferred (THIRD TRANSIT), or the way in which you got to your destination if you

did not transfer (EGRESS - B) If trip not yet complete: Now touch the picture that

represents the way in which you departed the station for your destination (EGRESS - C).



IVIS Survey Script and Results

4 & 5. How did you pay your transit fare, and how much did you pay? (Include any

express or other surcharges paid)

NOTE: These numbers reflect direct "out-of-pocket" cost to users (transit check amounts

have been taken out)

PCI



IVIS Survey Script and Results

4 & 5. How did you pay your transit fare, and hov>- much did you pay' (Include any

express or other surcharges paid) (continued)

PCI



IVIS Survey Script and Results

If auto access to transit: Including gas. tolls and other costs (except parking) how

much do you estimate it cost you to get to the station?

10.

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

How long was your one-way trip on transit'

Parts of Tnp. hy Mode

PCI



MS Survey Script and Results

12. How far is the last transit mode station from vour destination'

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

How many intermediate stops did you make, in total, between leaving your home and

returning back home!'

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

Including gas, tolls and other costs (excluding parking), hou' much do you estimate it

cost to make your one-wav trip?

COUNT PCT'

$0.00

$0.50 to $2.50

$3.00 to $5.00 Average = $5.16

$5.50 to $10.00 Average (non-zeros) = $5.38

more ttian $10.00

8. If you were to make this trip using public transportation, which of the following

systems would vou use for the major ponion of the trip'

COUNT PCI

65 34% CTA train

120 63% Metra train

4 2% Soutti Stiore train

189 100%

5



IVIS Survey Script and Results

# OF TIMES



IVIS Survey Script and Results

SLIDE 4 BICYCLISTS AND PATHWAYS

There are several types of bicycle pathways that may improve safety and promote bicycling.

Bike lanes are a portion of the road that is ideniitied v.ith striping and pavement

markings. City streets are often not wide enough to safely accommodate less experienced

bicyclists Widening the curb lane can reduce conflicts between motorists and bicyclists

and improve safety Bicycle paths are separated from traffic and reduce the need for

bicyclist to ride on busy roadways They are also used by recreational bicyclists,

pedestrians, and joggers. Bicycle routes are typically shared v,ith motorists and follow

roads that are parallel to busier roads They are improved for bicycling by restricting

parking and by using traffic control measures that slow traffic down.

SLIDE 5 BICYCLE STORAGE

Secure bicycle parking at transit stations protects bicycles from theft, vandalism and weather, and is

classified by the degree of security it provides.

Class 1 facilities are the most secure and include locker-type storage or enclosed areas

that are staffed by an attendant. Class 2 facilities are designed to allow the bicycle frame

and wheels to be secured. The locks may be coin-operated, key-operated, or locked with

the bicyclists personal padlock or U-lock.

OTHER BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS

Changes in the transportation infrastructure can result in more bicycle-friendly communities.

Safety for bicyclists can be improved by implementing measures to slow down

automobile traffic, and by ensuring that roadway shoulders are clear of debris. Bicyclists

can be encouraged to bike to public transportation by allowing them to bring their

bicycles on board trains and busses.

Non-Motorized Access to Transit Page 13



MS Survey Script and Results

GENERAL CONTEXT QUESTIONS

1 How would you rate the presence of the following condition.s tor your route from

home to the station from the perspective of ^alking'

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

How would you rate the presence of the following conditions for your route from
home to the station from the perspective of bicvcling?

COUNT



MS Survey Script and Results

3 How would yoLi rate the neighborhood environment tor your route to the station?

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

If not hike access.



IVIS Survey Script and Results

TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS SECTION

Note: In this section, the trip as just described by the respondent was displayed along

with tv.o alternatives The following lists show the different types of \anables that were

tested.
,

PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS

A. Intersection improvements

OPTIMIZE PEDESTRIAN PHASE TIMING

NO RIGHT TURN ON RED

REFUGE ISLANDS

CROSSWALKS

B. Pathway improvements

SIDEWALKS

RECREATION PATHS

SLOW DOWN TRAFFIC

BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS

A. Storage improvements

CLASS 1: LOCKER OR ENCLOSED

CLASS 2: SECURE FRAMES AND WHEELS TO PARKING DEVICE

B Pathway improvements

WIDEN CURB LANE

BIKE LANES

BIKE ROUTES

BIKE PATH

C. Other improvements

SLOW DOWN TRAFFIC

PAVE SHOULDERS AND CLEAR DEBRIS

BIKE ON TRANSIT
,

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN '

The trade-off analysis will be designed as a 3-choice experiment, where the hrst choice is

the current trip as described in the context section. The two remaining choices will be

constructed based on information provided by the respondent and by randomly

selecting certain components of the alternative. Respondents will be asked to respond to

approximately 9 scenarios

• The current choice is displayed with the following information:

1. Auto users: parking plus operating costs, time

2. Transit users: cost and time separated by access, main, and egress mode

Non-Motorized Access to Transit Page 18



IVIS Survey Script and Results

• The alternatives are displayed as follows:

1. Access mode is randomly selected from: auto (if auto available). Pace bus,

CTA bus, or CTA train (if available), walk, or bike. Second alternative access

mode is selected from remaining modes:

2. Access time

3- Access cost (if not walk)

4. Pathway (if bike or walk)

5. Storage (if bike)

6. Intersection improvements (if walk)

7. Other bike improvements

8. Mainmode is assigned based on current mainmode for transit users and

mainmode selected by auto users in context questions. Both alternatives use

same mainmode.

9 Mainmode cost

10 Mainmode time

11 Egress mode is randomly selected from bus/CTA or walk. Use current egress

mode if currently transit user unless alternative is "bike on transit."

12. Egress mode cost (if not walk)

13 Egress mode time

NOTE All respondents were presented with the DUA section except the 17 individuals

who descnbed a walk or bicycle trip. Of the 989 respondents who went through

the DUA section. 571 chose a bike alternative at least once, 557 chose a walk

alternative at least once, and 520 chose both at least once. Of the 520. 410 are

transit users (all of whom either walked or biked to the station for their current

trip). 106 are auto users, and 4 are taxi users.

Respoiuletits who chose the hike alternative at least once
COUNT PCT

149
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Respondents who were presented with the DL'A section

CHOSE WALK ALTERNATIVE?



IVIS Survey Script and Results

If never chose walk alternative (auto only): Which of the following best describes

vour reason for not choosing the walk alternatives' Select all that apply.

# OF TIMES

too far to station

weatfier

not dressed appropriately

need to do errands

need to drop off or picl< up passengers

inadequate sidewall<s or pattiways on ttie way to ttie station

dangerous traftic conditions on the way to station

neighbortiood unsate

other

51 auto users did not choose a walk alternative, but there are 87 responses to this

question because respondents could select more than one answer.

SELECTED



IVIS Survey Script and Results

-i How many people are there in your householdr'

COUNT



IVIS Survey Script and Results

NON-MOTORIZED ACCESS TO TRANSIT

VOICE-RECORDED ANSWERS AND COMMENTS: OCTOBER 1995

This document contains voice-recorded answers and comments from the Regional

Transportation Authority's Access to Transit Study IVIS sur\ey. Some questions in the survey

included an "other" category in addition to a list of possible responses When respondents

selected "other. ' they were sometimes given the option of recording their specific answer

directly onto the computer. Not everyone who selected "other" recorded an answer, so the

number of responses listed under each heading will not necessarily equal the number of

times "other" was selected.

Select the most important reasons you did not use transit to malce this trip (tor auto users only; refer to

page 12 of "IVIS Survey Script and Results").

Between time constraints and not knowing the Metra schedule, it s not convenient for me.

It doesn't allow for bicycles. You can't bring them on the L " and I needed my bicycle to

get to where I'm at now.

Because there was no way to leave my bike at the train station or to bring my bicycle with

me on the train.

It's easier to take a cab.

I didn t feel like going to the "L" station to catch the "L" so I drove.

It was too nice a day.

I don t like the bus driver, she drives way too slow. And sometime you can't find a seat.

Because the train .system did not offer a return home.

Because it was going to be a late night at work and I needed the car.

I wa.s sick that day, otherwise, I would've {words iinmtelli^ihle) and used public

transportation

I used a car to pick up boxes as well as to go to a second destination which was not

accessible by .Metra

Because it was loo dangerous to ride it at night.

I was lea\ing quite late in the evening and was not sure of the schedule.

I didn t use public transponation because the train schedule was uncertain and I had to be

down here at a specific time.

Because it was on Sunday and the tirrjes weren't ver\- convenient in the late afternoon and

Non-Motorized Access to Transit Page 23



IVIS Survey Script and Results

evening and also I had my children with me. little children, and we were carrying stuff and

we couldn't be walking and schlepping stuff and evervthing.

I need to have a bike rack for my bike - a safe one.

I had luggage to earn.' on and it was too heaw.

It would take too long to get to the train station on foot or by bike, and there is no bus going

there. It would take me over 2 hours to get to work if I used the train.

I did not know the schedule and 1 have 60 pounds of tools to earn-

Because of the access time it takes to execute and the personal safety issue, at night, on

public transportation, in areas of occasional to frequent crime.

Its not safe.

The scheduling was inconvenient for me.

I had a large load to carry and needed the car to carry it.

Insufficient bus transportation at the end of the Metra route.

Because I got a ride.

It is not near where my wife works downtown. It would be perfect for me but she has to get to

work also

Select the most important reasons you did not bicycle to the train station (tor transit users who did not

walk or bicyle to the station; refer to page 17 of "IVIS Survey Script and Results").

1 was accompanying someone who doesn't bicycle.

There s iust no way to bike on the way to this train station. It's a narrow road with too many

cars,

I'd have to take a special bicycle, and I'm in a wheelchair so Id have to take the wheelchair

with me.

Force of habit.

Two rea.sons. First of all, it's really unsafe to ride a bike at the time I leave for work in the

morning Second of all, I'm half a block away from a bus .stop, .so I've got it made.

1 )ust had loo much stuff to carry today.

.My bike is in bad shape.

I usually bike but did not due to picking up boxes which you can"t carry on the bike.

I ha\e an arthritic disabilirv.

Nori-Motorized Access to Transit Page 24



MS Survey Script and Results

I needed to take a shower this morning so was pressed for time That's why 1 took the car this

morning and not the bike.

There's no place to put the bicycle on the train.

My bicycle needs repairs.

My wife gave me a nde.

The distance is too short.

I had little children with me that couldn't possible ride a bike to the train station.

1 wasn't returning to the same station.

Because I bought a monthly parking pass.

We have a tandem bike.

It's not practical.

Too much of an inconvenience.

Because 1 couldn't take my bike on the train.

It takes as much time to get the bike out of storage and to lock it up at the station as it does

to walk to the station on foot.

I was being dropped off at the station, that's why I didn't take a bike

There are too many hills in Lamont.

I dnve to the train.

It takes too much time to ride to and from

I don't have enough time to bike nde. so I use the car.

Because 1 had luggage.

It takes too long.

Too much luggage to carry on a bike.

Because I don't have a bike

Xo place to put a bicycle.

1 don t own a bike, and ha\'en t ridden a bike in years.

I don t want to.

I don t have a bike.

Non-Motorized Access to Transit PaQ© 25
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I have not ndden a bike since I broke my leg on a bike.

Couldn't gel to the station fast enough to get to the train on time.

The train station is only 3 blocks away.

Because my husband insists on taking me.

Because I enpy driving my car. And if not, I walk. They have to fix some of the sidewalks

near the parking facilities that are cracked, so when I have to walk there ( rest of sente>ice

uninlelligihle)

1 take a carpool to the train station with my Dad and my Mom.

Because 1 couldn't bring my bike on the train.

Which of the following best describes your reason for not choosing the bicycle alternatives? (for

respondents who did not choose a bicycle alternative in the trade-off section; refer to page 20 of "IVIS

Survey Script and Results").

It takes too much time in the morning to bicycle

I often have to take work papers and files and so forth to meetings with me and it's

inconvenient to do that on a bicycle.

The car was much more convenient and cost less even by your standards that you came up

with.

The main reason I didn't choose the bike was because 4 minutes to ride to the station, then

spend 30 minutes on the tram, then get off and nde for 8 minutes. I'm really not enjoying

the riding of the bike. I'd much rather get to where I'm going in the quickest, cheape.st

manner

I ha\e arthritis in my knees and can't ride a bike.

I don t like to bicycle.

The reason I didn't choose another alternative was cost and time involved.

.\11 the other options took too long.

I could care less Never learned how to ride a bike .Never owned one, don't want one.

\U the other options cost more and took longer.

It s |ust too far for bicycling.

Non-Motorized Access to Transit Page 26
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If you would like to make any comments, please press the button below (presented to all respondents;

refer to page 22 of "IVIS Survey Script and Results").

This section is divided up into comments about:

A bicycle issues

pedestrian issues

transit issues

the IVIS survey instrument

general, or combined, issues

Bicycle Issues

Many of the questions seemed to involve bicycles as an option. Id be more likely to use a

bike if my office had someplace to park, or if there was bike parking by the station. I'm not
interested in paying too much extra for this service.

If there were more bike paths. Id probably use my bike instead of my car.

I think it's really important to improve conditions for bicycling in the city.

If you were allowed to have bikes on the trains and the 'L" I would use public transportation

a lot more. I'm probably going to get in a car, because its hard to get around, but I would
really like it if I could carry my bike on the trains. As far as locking my bike at stations. I

need a secure locker for my bike. A bicycle rack doesn't mean anything; cryptonite locks are
easy to break.

Id like the availabiliry to bring bikes on the train.

\'ou should have put in about travel to work, because I don't live over 5 miles (from work),
but if there were bike lanes from where I live to work, I sure would ride my bike (on the bike
lane). I've almo.st been hit before.

1 think bike racks on trains are a good idea.

Im a big advocate of bikes on transit, if that would be an option.

I'ut in bike paths in Barrington.

Bike racks on the bus. or on the train, where you can take your bike on the CTA and then get
off with it at your destination is a terrific, terrific idea.

I think that the elevated train should be more bicycle friendly. In other words. I suggest you
have bicycle racks on some of the "L" cars.

Bicycles on trains and buses are by far my preferred alternatives. I urge you to look into the
system used in Vienna, Austria, where bicycles are conveniently and safely stored in

pas.senger compartments and ,securely stored in facilities that return to get out of the way
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when there is no bicycle to store to maximize standing room. Thank you for this. I think it's

a great idea, and good luck

We need the CTA passes back and also the bike racks on trams. The secured bike racks at the

stations is a good idea

I have a couple of suggestions. First, we need more bike lanes that are wider and better

protected. Number rwo. we need to protect people on the lakefront. Between the bicycles

and the skate boarders, there s too much traffic and it s dangerous Number three, we need

to mtegrate people who like to nde bikes with the CTA.

I'm very much m favor of bikes on CTA; it just would not have worked for my trip.

I would bike more often if the company or the Metra or something would have a place to

change clothes so you wouldn't have to wear the same clothes

I would like to be able to use the bike option, but for the Rogers Park station, there is no

secure place to lock your bike. If something like that could be arranged, I would take the

Metra or CTA, as long as there was secure bike parking.

In other cities, such as New York City, there's a bike permitting system where you can

purchase a bike permit for about S5 and you can ride things like Metro North or the Long

Island Rail Road. Such a .system in Chicago would help bol.ster ridership dunng off-peak

hours. I think people should be allowed to bring their bikes on trains during off-peak and

weekend hours.

Why don't you guys let us take bikes on the trains, at least on the weekends any^'ay.

I'd like to see the bicycle paths improved in the Franklin Park area. That would be really

great. There are no sidewalks or anything in my area. A bike path, something safe, to go to

the train station would be perfect.

You never mentioned the option of riding your bike all the way to work, or taking the trip

entirely by bicycle and cutting out taking the CTA train altogether, which I would generally

prefer over any of the CTA options.

We should be able to carr\- bicycles on the train .system.

I would eliminate all (words unintelligible) bikes from the city and insist that adults riding

bicycles ride on the streets and not on the sidewalks

I don't think people should ride bikes on bu,sy streets. It's dangerous. They should walk, or

take the "L". or ride a car or something.

I vvant CTA trains and buses to allow bicycles and roller bladers on board.

1 like the idea of biking and bringing my bike on the train.

Biking is dangerous at night. .\nd also, there are very' few trains and buses to Hyde Park at
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night, and that's why I drive at night. And its also too expensive nowadays.

In regards to bicycle, it takes a lot of energy to operate and also there's the chance of theft,

and it will cost the taxpayer a lot of money to install lockers, so I can't see the cost going

down.

I would very much like to see the RTA make it possible for bike riders to bnng bikes onto the

Metra trains. I would love to be able to ride my bike downtown, pick up a Metra train and

ride out to the suburbs, and ride my bike out on a suburban bike path, then get on the train

and come back. Or go to suburban sites by using both the train and my bike

At first. 1 said 1 wouldn't ride a bicycle because it was basically unrepaired and I haven t had

the time to fix it. However, in reality, the fact that my Pace bus comes a half block away from

my house it makes it awful hard to beat, even when you have a bicycle to ride.

I'd like to bring bicycles on trains.

I think you should let bikes go on Metra trains.

Why didn't any of my options include the bicycle? (referring to the trade-off section)

I think you should definitely put bike racks and high security bike lockers at stations and

allow bikes on trains. That makes a lot of sense. Bikes should also be safe at the station and

at the other end. You should also work with the Chicago Bike Federation if you want them to

do anything and also with the city of Chicago, especially Maryanne Smith because she's

working a lot on traffic issues right now.

If there were more bike areas downtown to park at, I would definitely nde my bike, but I

would need a safe place to lock it.

One thing that was missing from the survey was the security level at the place where the bike

is parked I would never ever leave my bike at the station no matter how many locks, no

matter if there was a locker.

.Vlany cit>- streets have lots of debris, tiny debris, glass, little rocks, pot holes, inconsiderate

drivers pushing you over to the side so this is the biggest thing about bicycle riding that

displeases me is that there's too much glass on the streets, making flats a frequent po.ssibility.

The .Metra and CTA trains should allow bicycle-riding passengers to bring bicycles on board

on weekends and off-hours.

I hiight use a bike if I could take the bike on the train, because the longer walk is from the

train to my job, rather than from my house to the train.

1 think you should allov^- bikes on Metra trains during non-rush hours. Then 1 would probably

use the .'VIetra much, much more

I enjoyed the sur\'ey. I want bike paths and bike lockers with security people. I don t think this

IS possible in the inner ciry — only in the suburbs.
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1 want bike paths and to be able to shower at work. I also want bike lanes on major roads and

to bring my bike on board the trains.

! would bike to train station if there were bike lanes separate from car traffic.

Pedestrian Issues

Id rather not lose the right-turn-on-red, because I'm a driver. But how about using (uonis

unintelligible) pedways to make traffic easier for pedestrians and dri\-ers during the rush

hour in the Chicago area

I would like for you to improve the sidewalks from State and Harrison to Clark. The sidewalks

are vers- narrow and they need to be improved greatly

Improving walking conditions along Dempster would make me v,-ant to walk more often to

the train station.

1 feel that crosswalks around the train stations are kind of confusing, so if you could do

something about that, it would be greatly appreciated,

I'd like to know when the pedestnan walkway at 115th Street is going to be made safe for

walking. There is no provisions for pedestrians to walk to the station in a safe manner.

I'm new to town and would like to see improvements along the pedestnan route near

Belmont station.

The most important thing to me when walking is that it's more reliable than bike riding. I'd

rather walk in the rain than bike in the rain, so when walking it's most important to have

good crosswalks, good cross signals, a lot of those images that you showed about resting

islands in the middle of intersections are very good, I would pursue improving the walk

en\ironment around the train stations as the best way to increase ridership.

When leaving the train station on Route 59. I had a hard time finding the sidewalks or walk

room from the train station to where I had to go. You need to have more places where

people can walk once they leave the train station and the distance is also great — I must have

talked 3 blocks in the parking lot of the Metra station before I even got to the main highway.

Something has to be done to speed up the time it takes for me to get off the train to my final

destination.

The intersection at Ashland and Archer is a very dangerous one for pedestrians Cars do not

e\'en vield when pedestrians are in the crosswalk, 'We need more enforcement and maybe a

better traffic flow to stop this I've actually seen people hit while in the cros.swalk from cars

who are not obeying the traffic laws,

I think Metra is wonderful and efficient, I walk to and from the station because I believe in

exercise, not because I don t ha\e a bike or a car, I would walk whether bike. car. or buses

were available.
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The Riverside station has a pedestrian underpass. However, it's never open and it's unusable,

which is not very good, especially since there have been several pedestrian accidents at our

crossing, including a few fatalities. I wish it were open all the time

If 1 did not have free vehicle transportation to the train. I would walk, and in that case.

having the crosswalks and anything to make the walk more pleasant would be appreciated

When 1 take the "L " I walk to the 'L " and then I walk across to my office and the exercise is

an important part of my decision. It's short enough so that the feasibility of riding a bicycle

doesn t make much sense That was an option in all of these scenarios and it didn t really

work for me.

We need a crosswalk where the bus stops at the Cicero train stop. There s no crosswalk and

pedestrians could definitely get hit by a car I almost got hit by a truck and a taxi. I don t

want to get hit by a truck.

Transit Issues

My CTA dream come true would be if the Raven.swood ran on Sunday downtown and if the

North/Clybourn station was open late evenings and weekends again. I'm impressed with the

sen.'ice improvements (e.g. color coding train lines to match with transit maps and

including posted transit maps in the station — before you have accidentally boarded the

wring train). I've never owned a car and have relied on CTA for the past 25 years. I think

Chicago has one of the best systems anywhere!

1 have ver\' adequate service supplied to me by taking the =-7 Harrison bus or the -il Taylor.

I do not like riding Western Avenue elevated. It is too dangerous. I know too many people

who have been mugged there. I value my life more than a few minutes.

You should have more Saturday and Sunday train service

There are a lot of people who commute later in the morning than the last express train on

the Metra Electric line. Specifically, I take the -33 in the morning which is not an express

train, and I take the 7:20 in the evening which is also not an express train. It would be

beneficial if you ran express trains later in the morning and evening hours for those of us

who begin our day later than 9;00 AM.

Make CTA bus information more readily available to Metra riders It's hard to understand

CTA schedules, they're not readily available, and it makes the decision to use the Metra

more difficult to make

I originally moved back to the Chicago area because I wanted to take advantage of the transit

system that you have here because I really don't like to dnve. I hope that the CTA (words

iiim!te!lii>ihle) doesn t make too many more changes or eliminates too many more ser\'ices.

Renew the monthly bus passes because it was a good program.

I would like the people at the CTA to be a lot more fnendly and I would like the fares to go

down. I really don t appreciate the fact that we have to pay so much for shitty service.
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There needs to be. for the Merrill Park station, impro\'ed train access on Saturday and

Sunday. The service has been cut out completely on Sunday In the e\ening. the ser\'ice has

been cut for this stop. There are people who need it. and I also need it for during the week

and the weekends

You should find a way to get the public to understand the real cost of driving a car. which is

subsidized now by the federal government, and find v^ays to make train and CTA travel

cheaper as well as to make bicycling a better alternative by having better routes to downtown

and other working areas.

The reason why I didn't choose any options except for my own (u'alk - .Metra - auto) is

because the only option I'm interested in is (something other) than taking the car when I get

off the train. Saving five minutes here or there on the train doesn t mean anything to me. It's

the problem of needing a car when I get off the Metra in the suburbs, whereas the bus or

something else would help me

You can put some quieter wheels on the trains, and also have some security riding on the

trains and getting on and off the buses. It would make people feel a lot better.

I would hope you would use some influence for trains and transportation going from the city

to the suburbs where there are numerous stops for people who don't care to use private

transportation. Currently, the situation is very difficult, unless it's early morning or late

afternoon.

I feel there should be more done to address the issue of punctualitv' of CTA trains. Our Dan

Ryan line has several problems meeting its deadline and picking up and dropping off

passengers in an appropriate time frame It takes longer to get to work using the Dan Ryan

line than any other line it seems

The Belmont 'L" station needs a lot of work. It needs to be expanded for both the volume of

people and to increase the speed at which that volume goes through.

Don t mo\e the Ravenswood station

1 would like to see an eadier train on the University Park route.

I uould strongly suggest more securit\' on the CTA.

When they switched the Southport stop to be all stops, that did not improve condition,

because basically I wait just as long for the train, even though it is closer to the "L" stop I

wait just as long but also now it s always much more crowded on the train. Perhaps maybe

when the train is really crovtded in the morning, and everybody is going to the loop, maybe

they could make some of the trains express, so we wouldn't have to stop at every single stop,

like the Wellington, which seems to be a waste of time anN-way because it s so close to

Belmont and Diversey.

I xvoLild recommend for cleaner buses and trains
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Some stations have been closed where I live. 1 think it would be a good idea to open those

stations back up on the south side of Chicago.

The security at the station and lighting is the biggest concern I have. Also, the number of

trains and frequency after hours is a concern. If there are trains or buses that operate late at

night, like 12.00 AM to 6-.00 AM, you know, after midnight hours, that's a real interest and

concern of mine

I take the Ashland bus every morning between 630 AM and 7:00 AM, say. and the buses are

so damn slow. When they finally come, there are three to four buses, and the buses are so

packed, then the drivers take their time, some of them take their time, some of them don t I

would like a great improvement on this bus. 1 would greatly appreciate it. If 1 don't get any

improvements, I am going to tell a lot of people to not ride that bus Something has to be

done about the Ashland bus.

We would use Metra more often if the schedule was more flexible. When leaving Chicago to

Oak Park in the evening, there's not enough flexibility for that. And also, if we could bring

our bikes on the Metra train.

More bu.ses would be great.

The "L" station at Belmont is in such disgusting disarray for usage that it makes using that

station very inconvenient. A single door opening into the station is inadequate for the

volume of traffic.

RTA really needs to get the green line together, because it is totally hindering a lot of us who

use the "L" because the CTA is very loud up and down the Cottage Grove and the King

Drive and the 35th Street bus line. The buses are loud and the drivers are loud.

Increase the use of monthly passes.

1 would like to encourage that the CTA eliminate the use of paper transfers and also improve

its signs, particularly in its subway and elevated trains. 1 would recommend that they put the

destination of the train on the train for passengers to see, not just what line it is, as an

example Don t say Congress-O Hare when the train is actually going to O'Hare.

I would have appreciated more bus selections.

I would like to see an express train from Clark/Lake or Washington all the way out to O'Hare

with no stops in between.

I would like for more stops to be on the 87th Street on the Metra.

You should probably bring back the bus pass. It was the best thing going for the city of

Chicago Plus the revenue was there. If the money is spent properly, there should be not

problem with a bus pass working with no currency. Use the bus pass in place of currency.

You all need to decrease the prices.
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The trains are lam-packecl in the morning. They should not make all stops, but should go

directly downtown. I also think the CTA has improved \'astly within the last year, year-and-a-

half.

I used to ride the bus. It was so poor. It takes over an hour to do something 1 could bike in 30

minutes. I'm going to try to bike it during the summer, but even then, it'll still be over an

hour. If they could |ust make some more Metra rail improvements, or even cross-city

improvements on the "L." Everything has to go downtown and then back out and that takes

just as long. If you could just make some improvements to the bus schedules, or something

along that line. I'd be happy to take the bus

Access to the ma|or Metra station and Union Station, it appears to be well-lighted and

appropriate as far as most days are concerned. Yet, there seems to be some difficulrv' from

time to time within the station as far as entering (words unmtelligible) in the Joliet area or

some of the lesser traveled routes. Please consider increased advertising and/or increased

availability for the Wisconsin line as well.

I would recommend improving the whole "L" .system. Such as the P.A. system and everything

else and the security, appearance, odor, smell, price.

They seem to be cutting service instead of increasing it. They want to save money by cutting

service but people aren't going to ride unless they get good service.

1 moved to the town I live in strictly for the Metra train, and that was 18 years ago.

I would increase frequency of trains during rush hour. You sometimes will wait 15 minutes

for a train to come at 7:30 in the morning, which causes terrible crowds and delays.

It is important to continue the Pace bus sen'ice in Elmhurst as it allows easy access to the

Metra train station for work and leisure trips.

The number of trains from downtown Chicago should be increased to once everv' half an

hour from 3:00 PM to 6:30 PM, as opposed to 40 minutes or an hour.

I would like to see the monthly passes reinstalled and make them efficient so that you could

sa\e a little bit of money by buying a monthly pass.

I would like CTA to make more improvements when there are delays on the line for keeping

their schedule on track and letting commuters arri%'e to work on time.

1 would appreciate it if you could bring the passes back. Please bring back the passes. The

passes are needed, they are economical, and convenient Please bring them hack.

All employees of the RTA, CTA, and Metra should be required as a term of their

employment to ride public transportation and a unified pass should be brought back to

interchange between Pace, .Metra, and the CTA.

The rea.son 1 walked to the ' L " station is because there were no buses. If there was a bus. I

wouldve taken the bus to the station. Also, I wish you would reopen the entrance to the
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Logan Square "L" stop at Spaulding and Milwaukee, because I had to walk even further to get

to that stop. At nighttime it can be really hazardous; it s a dangerous neighborhood.

I have no complaints right now about Metra service, except for maybe if you want to lower

the price, I'm all for that.

I think you should bring back the bus passes. It's costing me a fortune to look for a job and

shelling out every two hours.

I live just off Palatine Road which goes directly past the Palatine train station. It would be

really nice if there were a bus that went down Palatine Road. It would be very handy to have.

I carpool, and when you miss your carpool. it's a major pain if you can't get to the train.

Parking at Metra stations is ghastly expensive. There's no good way to get from Metra

stations downtown to the east side of the loop. There's no way I can use Metra for those two

basic reasons.

It's very inconvenient and a waste of time to come through the turnstile with a ticket, have

the conductor then check your ticket, and then when you're exiting the train station you have

to put in your ticket again. Most females have a number of briefcases, purses, and bags with

them and to lift all of this over the turnstile again after your ticket has already been checked

is a waste of time and it makes long lines at the exit.

If you can make the train and bus routes time effective, and at a comparative cost to what it

costs me to get downtown by car. But the big thing to me is time. I'd love to be able to take

it, I'd rather not dnve every day. But right now I don't see an option to driving. Also, the

train does not come near my house when I go to work during the day, or go near where I

work.

I appreciate the Metra system. It's quick, it saves time, and it's very efficient, although you do

not have enough stops and if the price were decreased it would be more accessible to a

wider range of people. If you would improve the times to pick up people, I would definitely

take advantage of it

I'd like to see more express trains if possible, or faster trains. It seems like there's an awful lot

of stops on the North Line

On Archer A\;enue, between Naraganset and Harlem Avenue, we need better bus

transportation. Bus service is ver\' poor in that location. We have to wait a half hour for

buse.s going downtown.

I think it would be a nice option if there were weekend trains on the Metra service. And also

a couple of late night trains and possibly an earlier morning train.

'^'ou need an improvement in the infrastructure of the CTA. It really is old and might one

day be dangerous.

The Metra station near mv home would be better utilized if it was more safe; but the
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condition of the Metra station makes it unsafe because of vandalism to the station as uell as

vagrants that hang out in the station That station is 83rd Street

I believe in using public transportation but I find that with an irregular schedule it's an awful

lot of work to figure out when and where and so forth I can do it. I work at home a great deal

of the time primarily so that I can avoid using any kind of transportation.

Im \ery satished with the current transportation arrangements I have. I'm able to take the

bus to work. It's half a block to my stop, and it lets me (iff one block from my office The

service is fantastic. I prefer taking the bus to the 'L 1 iiope this isn't going to reduce the

amount of buses that are available.

1 hope they bring back the monthly passes.

Reinstate monthly passes and make it less expensive than the current $1.25 fare.

1 would really appreciate it if they put CTA passes back, and if we had bike lanes all around

the city.

Please consider rerouting more bus routes to ser\'e the rapid transit stations and also at the

stations, maybe consider using piped in music on the platforms and using chimes to let

people know that the train has arrived.

Bring back the passes, and space the Montrose and Broadway bus runs closer together,

especially on weekends.

Both Berv-^n and Thorndale stations are in terrible condition due to uncleanliness and

beggars, also late at night, there are dope dealers and ladies of the evening there. It really

needs to be cleaned up. but 1 will still ride it like I always do. It's still the best way to travel.

IVIS Survey Instrument

Survey was really confusing. I didn't understand where you got my options from. I spent at

least half an hour on the "L." "Where that zero-zero came from, I don't know. This is a tough

survey to do, and I'm in survey research. You got to make it more user-friendly. That s my

suggestion. I appreciate transit, but. there's gotta be belter ways than this one.

I feel that the alternatives are confusing; there's not much differentiation between them.

Possibly an audio section would be worth while. Otherwise a good questionnaire system.

1 enioyed taking this suney \ery much. What I disliked intensely was the people who were

assisting me v.hen 1 did, not need assistance and did not ask if I needed assistance but

instead were )ust putting their hand in front of my face and talking into my ear. It would be

much more preferred if they waited for someone to raise their hand or ask assistance. Other

than that. 1 ve^^^ much enioved this survey.

This SLiney v\as rather confusing and it took way too long.

For outside sur\-ey-taking. you should consider the sunshine and other things that put glare
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on the screens and possibly (provide) a keyboard so people teel more comfortable giving

responses.

I think it's a great idea to take this survey.

1 find this to be a very interestmg survey. 1 certainly hope you'll do more of this and that a

great deal of work will come of it.

I really like this programming. It is really nice. I'm glad you all had me here.

This particular telemarketing display was very enpyable and it also took up quite a bit of

time for quite a bit of knowledge

1 think the survey is very useful and hope it helps.

'Very interesting system. However, I think it's a little too long to get people to sit here and do

it this long. However, I definitely think it gets people to think about using public

transportation, and that's what s most important,

1 really enjoyed your survey It s probably the finest thing here at the art fair. Keep it up And

I hope that the bicycle paths are clear very soon.

I doubt you will get valuable data. Too many alternatives, too complicated and very difficult

to eliminate.

Thanks for putting the survey in a public place so we could take time to look at it. It makes it

interesting with these fun little screens.

I think this is a nice sur\'ey.

1 think the sur\'ey was put together very badly. First of all, it cost me 51.50 to get on the 'L,

"

one-way, with no transfer According to your survey, it should have only cost me SI 25. I

would like a refund for the SO 25 I supposedly was not paying all these years. I'm sure you're

not going to give me one. But I do think you should be a little more accurate.

General, or Combined, Issues

1 ^ould like to have people stopped from taking their coffee on the trains It's \ery

dangerous and it's ridiculous The sidewalks in my area are terrible for walking or riding a

bike. I would love to ride a bike, but there's no way on those sidewalks. Bike racks at the

station would be terrific Don t stop the nght-turn-on-red; we need those. I want that to stay

in place

I think you're forgetting the fact that .some people are driven to the station and their spouse

has to go back home. Also, it would be very attractive to me to occasionally use alternative

ways of travel.

The estimated times for buses are highly inaccurate. I could walk to the station faster than I

could take a bus. The biggest hazard for pedestrian are right-turners who tend to want to run
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pedestrians down. There should be no right turns in any downtown intersections. They don't

get anywhere anyway.

Get rid of nght-turn-on-red.

I would support lobbying for alternative modes of transportation, such as more walkways,

more bicycle paths, and increased public transportation

The section on walking and pedestrian improvements assumes that any of these

improvements would have an impact on my choice whether to v^-alk or not. Well, in faci. the\'

wouldn't 1 hope that funding questions are not being decided on that kind of assumption.

What we need are not more bicycle paths, what we need is good transportation to the

suburbs to get all of those cars off the expres.sway

I was on vacation the day of the survey and walked to do some personal shopping errands

Normally I'm working and I live 12 blocks from my office and I walk on a direct route along

Michigan Avenue to my job, back and forth.

1 think this is an excellent survey. However, due to where I live, there is existing sidewalks but

there are no good lanes for bicycles. If the Pace bus cost was reduced so that it would be no

more than SO. 40 additional for a CTA transfer, I think it would be a good deal.

For the travel section, I would allow people to drive to the train as an option.

I do ride the Metra sometimes. But in the rain, and when there's snow on the ground, it s not

that easy to get to the Metra. In fact, when there's snow it's very difficult.

A quarter mile section of my trip to transit could use a sidewalk and/or wide shoulder or

wide curb lane. Other than that, it's a pretty good route.

I think it's a great test and I enjoyed taking it. I hope it improves the CTA and I hope they

bring the bus pass back because we really need the bus pass.

"I'ou should offer more alternati\es for parking at the stations. There's not enough meters.

There are mostly 5 hour meters and if you want to take a 6 hour trip, you've got to find

parking.

The main thing you need to do is to provide ways to put bicycles on the trains, increase

efficiency of the trains, look for circumventive routes around Chicago and the suburbs for

both .Metra and the CTA. In the meantime, you can provide more bike lanes, and allow bikes

on the trains.

Your sur\'ey doesn't take into account that two people could be traveling to two different

locations. That would be useful. Please keep that in mind

For the CTA. Viho s responsible for cleaning the ice off the walks at the bus stops? Why isn't

it done and who's responsible for it?
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